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International law firm BCLP has supported Peter Nicholas Boekel and Matthew Paul Pryor in

relation to Tenman (HK) Limited, Tencore Limited and Tenman Project Management Inc.

(collectively, Tpm) partnering with Mace Consultancy Ltd. (Mace).

Tpm is a project management company specializing in mixed-use hospitality, entertainment and

gaming projects in Asia. Notable projects the firm has led on include the Marina Bay Sands

(Singapore), the Solaire Resort & Casino (Philippines) and the Venetian Macau (Macau). Mace is a

global consultancy and construction firm headquartered in London.

The partnership, known as MaceTpm, will deliver program and project management and advisory

services for real estate and infrastructure in the Asia-Pacific market across both public and private

sectors. By combining infrastructure expertise and local knowledge, MaceTpm will deliver superior

value to existing and future clients.  

BCLP Client Relationship Partner Ilan Freiman said, “We were honored to support our long-term

clients Matthew, Nick and the Tenman Group of companies in bringing together this exciting new

partnership with Mace.”

Partner Wayne Ma led the deal team, with support from Senior Associate Tun Zaw Mra and

Associate Vivica Fu.
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MEET THE TEAM
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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